
 

 
 

 
Determines, with other officials, finalist of competition.   

 
 

 
 

 
Long Jump/Triple Jump 

Officials Duties and Responsibilities 
 

1. Head Judge (Board):  Responsible for the organization of the event. Directs officials in 
the set up of the event site.  Observes pre-event warm-up of competitors and insures 

officials are in assigned positions and prepared for their assignments.  Insures pit is 

acceptable for warm-up.  Accountable for prompt starting time.  Judges the competitor's 
effort as FAIR/FOUL by flag (red flag for foul-raised when athlete lands in pit or white 

flag for fair attempt after indication of Pit Judge).  Acts as second reader of the tape in 
the event of a fair jump.  Determines, with other officials, finalist of competition.   

Makes sure, at all times, of a safe competition area for the athletes and other officials. 
Keeps the event going at a smooth pace.  Insures all rules are enforced according to the 

competition rule book applicable.   
 

2. 2nd Recorder:  Read the tape of a fair effort quickly and accurately and declare 
results to the recorder.  After each round, will compare recorded marks with recorder. 

Determines, with other officials, finalist of competition.   
 

3. Recorder:  Record results as declared by the 2nd recorder.  Must be aware of any 
records.  Keep start and stop times of event as it progresses.  Compare marks with 2nd 

recorder for accuracy.  Determines, with other officials, finalist of competition.   

Maintains official record of competition. 
 

4. Runway Official (Tape Pull):  Extends the measuring tape at a 90 degree angle to the 
take-off board and the pinned point in the pit.  Makes sure that no twist are in the tape 

during the measurement of a fair effort.  Placement of the tape for measurement should 
be at least one (1) meter from the take-off board.  A steel measuring tape will be 

available for any record. 
 

5. Palm Pilot/Performance Board:  Posting of performances of fair efforts.  Post 
according to meet management directions (imperial/metric).  Considered as official and 

recorded measurement. 
 

6. Pit Judge (Pin): Place pin/marker to indicate the measuring point in the sand after a 
fair effort.  Do not disturb or allow the "mark" to be compromised, as the point will be 

the break in the sand closet to the fair/foul line caused by the competitor.  Pin/marker 

will be held in a vertical position until the measurement is recorded.   
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7. Pit Judge(s) : Responsible for the fair/foul exit of the competitor from the landing 
area.  Indicates to the Head Judge fair/foul by hand signal.  In the triple jump, will judge 

phases of the jump as to fair/foul.  Responsible that the landing area (pit) is groomed 
level with the runway and is safe during the warm-up and competition.  Footprints or an 

uneven surface will not be acceptable for competition. 
 

8. Wind Gauge: Locate and operate equipment as per rule for the competition.  Record 
the reading of each attempted jump.  At the completion of competition will turn over 

documentation to the recorder. 
 

9. Timer: Works with Flight Coordinator to begin start of time allowed to competitor for 
each attempt.  Warning flag/flashing light displayed by rule.  Responsibility for TIME 

FOUL rest with this position.  Records time each athlete begins attempt.  Records start 
and stop time of event as it progresses.   

 

10. Flight Coordinator: Issues instructions, communicates with athletes, ensures correct 
jumping order, checks spikes for conformant to venue requirements, insures no undue 

delays of competition by giving information to recorder by PASS/CHECK # signage, 
responsible for athletes that may be competing in another event > records time athlete 

left and returned to competition area.  Insures athlete's runway markings are legal in 
size/location/number/composition.  Works with timer.  Works with Recorder and 2nd 

Recorder on final jumping order.  Works with Head Judge to insure event is going at a 
smooth pace and pit is ready for next athlete's attempt. 

 
11. Marshal: Responsible for athletes in area of competition.  Works with Flight 

Coordinator in getting competitors to and from holding area to competition area.  
Provides escort for upcoming flights/finals and other needs of athletes so that the event 

will not be delayed.   
 

Instructions To Athletes: Line up competitors in jumping order 

1 min time limit per trial, explain timing clock 
1 or 2 approved marks outside the runway (meet management) 

Excused to another event information Trials may be taken in succession  
Number of flights, number of competitors, number to finals 

Check uniform /worn as manufactured, designed, no knots 
Check jewelry/ medical and religious must be taped to the body unless pliable material 

(bracelet) per rule book utilized 
Check spikes:-1/4 pyramid (facility)  

Leave pit to the (right or left) 
General warm up time start and end - Flight specific warm up time will be equal between 

flights and finals  
Measurement is the lesser 1/4 inch or lesser centimeter from the fair/foul mark 

One legal jump to advance to finals 
May change order of competition in finals / by rule of specific competition rule book 

Communication through any device, visual reproduction prior to the completion of the 

competition 
 


